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Music or Football? A tough choice when they are two of life’s passions for you. For
Newcastle lad Andrew Cushin, his path steered him down the musical route, which

should please fans of acoustic, heartfelt writing and playing.

Darkus is most proud of it’s Newcastle upon Tyne roots and does a great deal to promote
the arts in our region. That is why it gives us pleasure to introduce you to the young

singer-songwriter and tell you a little about his background.

We hope you enjoy getting to him as we have and know he will feel much anticipation at
the beginning of his road.
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ANDREW CUSHIN



How essential our diverse grassroots venues are. We’d be lost without them and
quite clearly would not have vital spaces to nurture much needed local talent.

In Newcastle upon Tyne, The Cluny plays a large part in this scene; heck, the
Artics even graced its humble stage. Up and coming Geordie singer-songwriter
Andrew Cushin, managed to sell out the cherished place through sheer word of

mouth, which led to the release of debut single, It’s Gonna Get Better. With
Darkus’ heart situated in Toon, we were charmed to find out about Andrew’s

history and plans.

I n  C o n v e r s a t i o n  W i t h  

ANDREW CUSHIN

Newcastle can be a small world and quoted as one of
the friendliest places on earth. Cushin reminisces
about his community and first love: football: 

“I grew up in a little council estate in Heaton, about
ten doors up from where Cheryl Cole did actually,
haha!” Although a different sort of playing was the
dream for the young lad, life had other ideas for
him. “I’d always played football, and that was the
main hobby and dream. I only decided to give up
football when I signed with my management
company as I knew that if I was was to break my
hands or fingers (I was a goalkeeper), then it would
massively impact my music, where I was earning
more.”

Music was always around growing up, and this
shaped Andrew's tastes and loves. He remembers, 

“My mam could sing from being a bairn, and my dad
could play a few tunes on the guitar; I think I have
the best of both to be honest. My tastes came mainly
from my dad as he listened to a lot of Oasis, The
Beatles, and The Stone Roses.” He didn’t have any
formal coaching but possesses a captivatingly
tuneful voice. “I never had any training, all-natural,
haha! I see myself as more of a songwriter then a
singer, but if people like my voice, I’m not gonna
complain.”

Along with the potential in his voice, he found that
writing came very naturally to him, and this is
something he welcomed. 

“My dad wrote a lot of poetry, so I think I got that skill
from him. I’d always dabble around with words when I
was bored. I find myself writing a lot more when
something amazing or equally as catastrophic has
happened; I tend to turn those situations into songs
more than poetry now though,” Andrew explains. He
feels the scene is thriving with the likes of local icon
Sam Fender and The Pale White. “It’s much better now
that we have the likes of Hit The North, and This Is
Tomorrow festival too.”

There’s tenderness to Cushin’s musical style, which
feels heartfelt and honest. He thinks about his sound:

 “It’s very acoustic, although I am working with a band
at the minute. I get a lot of comparisons to very early
Paul Weller and Richard Ashcroft, which is surreal in
itself.” He’s grounded enough to know that any support
in the musical world is greatly appreciated to develop
his career further. “I use any musicians that want in. I’m
not at a stage where I can be arrogant and tell people
yes or no. If someone’s gonna come into the studio and
help me out, then I’m grateful.”
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Following a turbulent argument, the then adolescent
ran away and captured his emotions by writing
Waiting For The Rain. Andrew strives to be candid,
open, and vulnerable to keep truthfulness to his
work. He unfolds,

“I think in a lot of my songs I put myself in a
position to receive praise or criticism. I try to
write songs that keep people sucked into the lyrics
rather than a guitar solo or a heavy drum beat.
I’m always prepared for my songs to go either
way. I prefer it that way. The reaction always
feels more authentic on stage.”

Set in St. Peter’s Social Club, the video captures
everyday life in Andrew’s hometown, with him
performing in the function room to an intimate,
familiar audience.

 ‘We had a few extras then we also had, my little
sister, wor lass, nana and granda as well my
auntie, cousin and a few mates from darts. I was
pleased we got everyone involved in it.”

At first, Waiting For the Rain found its way onto
social media, and quickly amassed twenty thousand
views without any promotion or the lad having an
existing profile. Surreally, this worked its way to
star Noel Gallagher, and him praising Andrews
“great natural voice.” With the track now officially
released and Andrew actually meeting Noel, one of
his all-time heroes, things are growing steadily for
Master Cushin. He finishes,

“I owe that man a lot. He’s changed my life.”

"I try to write songs that keep
people sucked into the lyrics
rather than a guitar solo or

a heavy drum beat. I’m
always prepared for my
songs to go either way. I
prefer it that way. The

reaction always feels more
authentic on stage.”



‘A great, natural voice.’ The honourable quote from
Noel Gallagher describing this rising star. Andrew
Cushin is a twenty year old musician with a fiery
passion for songwriting and a Sam Fender meets
Tom Grennan-esque look. Swapping textbooks for
guitars, Cushin ignited his acoustic singing flame
and wrote his first song ‘It’s Gonna Get Better’ at
only fifteen. Starting out as a musician is difficult at
any age.  The trials and tribulations of getting
someone to even listen to your music can be like
pulling incredibly strong teeth but Cushin defied all
odds and sold out Newcastle’s The Cluny without a
single tune released. 

When I read this, it’s safe to say I was astounded,
surprised and completely taken aback. Who needs a
manager when you’ve already achieved one of the
hardest things possible? The Geordie maverick even
reminded me of a young punk or Indie band from
the Seventies and Nineties, promoting gigs by word
of mouth and doing it purely for a love of music.
Andrew’s newest single is called ‘Waiting For The
Rain’ and in a very modern fashion, Andrew posted
his single on social media, only to bag him another
victory of 20,000 views with a striking parallel of a
non existing profile approach. Cushin let the track
speak for itself and to go with it, an immensely
appropriate Oasis-style, black and white music
video…

Viewers will be visibly comforted by the ‘Waiting For
The Rain’ video. Why? Because it encompasses
everything we imagine when we hear the audio. Just a
man and his guitar with a chilled out audience enjoying
an afternoon of easy listening. Directed and edited by
Daniel Hepple, I could fully see a likeness to Jake Bugg,
specifically the video for ‘Lighting Bolt’. 

The simple, stripped back clips of walking down old
streets with close ups of Andrew himself and an
obligatory instrument of some kind. It doesn’t greatly
differ from his ‘It’s Gonna Get Better’ music video with
the same series of landscape shots of the Toon and a
main focus on Andrew’s raw talent. 

I personally feel as though the video is what we as
viewers would expect. Without even watching the clip I
knew it would be laid back with no wildly out-of-the-
box visuals but since the track is pretty casual, the
simplistic cinematography was a good shout.

The track itself is respectable for any Indie artist.
Forming similarities to Sam Fender and bands like The
Sherlocks, you can really see where Andrew is headed
in terms of what category he’s placed into. ‘Waiting For
The Rain’ is ideal if you’re a fan of modern alternative
artists who have a knife-like edge to their street-smart
style.

WAITING FOR  THE RAIN
SINGLE REVIEW
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‘Waiting For The Rain’ is ideal if you’re a fan of
modern alternative artists who have a knife-like

edge to their street-smart style."





Personally, this type of single is not something I
would listen to as it’s a little too placid with not a lot
of passion towards the fairly unaffected lyrics but
listeners who love artists like Sam Fender or Lewis
Capaldi won’t be disappointed and I would even
push to say with this second single, he’s definitely in
the same league as them. 

One of the things I do like about the track however,
is where the meaning for the song stemmed from.
Cushin wrote ‘Waiting For The Rain’ at just fifteen
years old after witnessing a family argument, he ran
to a friend’s house and began to pen the tune.

Words like ‘I’m waiting for the rain’ truly capture
that vulnerability and pain you can imagine he must
have felt while writing the song. Cushin’s organic
and acoustic sound is made-to-measure with his
warmfully suited guitar making Andrew a musical
force to be reckoned with. There’ll be well more
than a few music lovers who’ll be infatuated over
this track.

It would be safe to say that Andrew Cushin has only
begun his success as an Indie musician. With
Nineties Britpop sounding artists becoming more
and more popular and acoustic sessions becoming a
sought-after spectacle, thanks to MTV’s Unplugged, I
can see Cushin becoming Newcastle’s answer to
Gerry Cinnamon. 

If you haven’t heard ‘Waiting For The Rain’ yet, give
it a listen and don’t forget to watch the music video
too. You never know, Andrew Cushin could become
your new favourite singer-songwriter, harbouring
it’s place at the top of your playlist…

"Cushin’s organic and
acoustic sound is made-to-

measure with his warmfully
suited guitar making Andrew
a musical force to be reckoned

with. There’ll be well more
than a few music lovers who’ll
be infatuated over this track."
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